
                                             

JPMorgan Chase Transitions to Lean-Agile
In just 18 months,  with help from Net Objectives, JPMorgan Chase 
successfully transitioned 320 employees to Lean-Agile

The perception was that we were delivering poor quality and not in time, and not 
meeting the requirements of the customer.

With coaching from Net Objectives, specialized groups are now more efficient, 
delivering projects with higher business value

Case Study

THE CHALLENGE

JPMorgan Chase is one of the largest banking and financial services insti-
tutions in the world, with 230,000 employees and clients in more than 

100 countries. To operate effectively, JPMC requires millions of transactions 
made through the organization—from 
check deposits to armored car pickups 
that transfer money to banks—to be 
executed smoothly and on time. 

To achieve this, JPMC depends on its 
Centralized Transactions Operations group, CTO, a division responsible for 
the behind-the-scenes technology that keeps critical operations running. 
CTO manages hundreds of projects a year and is comprised of nearly 8,000 
programmers, project and business managers, analysts and others. 

In 2009, Stephen Gristock was Vice President of the Information Services 
Group within CTO, responsible for process improvement and project 
execution. Gristock’s role was to ensure that CTO used the most effective 
development methodologies and managed the company’s portfolio of 
projects in the most effective way possible.

At the time, CTO had begun to face challenges common among large 
development entities that use traditional “waterfall” IT planning approaches. 
There were disparate processes among teams, siloed management 
structures, and delayed projects that did 
not meet business needs, if business 
needs were fully understood at all. 
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“We were constantly over-committing from an IT perspective,” Gristock 
says. “The perception was that we were delivering poor quality and not in 
time, and not meeting the requirements of the customer.” 

Later that year, CTO executives met with Net Objectives, a leader in 
the field of Lean-Agile consulting. Lean-Agile management approaches 
strengthen companies as a whole—rather than just individual teams, 

as other management philosophies 
approach it—and helps organizations 
look at IT priorities from larger 
business perspectives. With roots in the 

automobile industry, Lean-Agile is used successfully by technology groups 
looking to eliminate waste, deliver products faster, and promote teamwork.

By 2009, Net Objectives had already trained over a hundred companies to 
apply better, leaner operational approaches, and was one of a handful of 
companies that had transitioned up to 10,000 people across business and IT 
teams. Net Objective’s team of professional coaches and consultants were 
well known for their ability to help technology groups redefine operational 
systems so companies could deliver software on time and with better 
business value…just what Gristock and his team were looking for. 

SOLUTION

As a first step, Net Objectives came to the CTO group for a series of pre-
sentations that gave an overview of Lean-Agile management for every-

one from senior business managers to junior programmers. 

Next was an assessment, conducted in early 2010, which uncovered several 
problem areas within CTO. For one, management couldn’t be sure they 
were prioritizing projects based on business value. If they had 500 projects 
identified for development, often only 150 
were delivered, and of those, about half were 
ever used. Projects were also taking too long 
because many were stopped and started as 
other, seemingly more critical projects came to the forefront. As a result, 
projects were not driven from the right value criteria and resources were not 
used as effectively as they could be. 

Net Objectives coaches spent multiple hours with members across both IT 
and business teams to begin to define the changes that needed to take place 
to move to a leaner approach. “What appealed to my organization was the 
emphasis on business value,” Gristock says. “Net Objective’s approach was to 
ensure that business takes full ownership and responsibility for defining what 
value is.” 
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Next were two pilot programs, lasting several months each. The first pilot 
aimed to help the group’s business activity monitoring team, which worked 
with critical applications that kept track of, for example, money pickups 
and deliveries. Another pilot helped a group better customize a major CRM 
system used within the bank. 

For each pilot, Net Objectives worked with employees to form “pods” 
rather than teams. Each pod brought together experts, analysts, developers, 
tech experts, customers for testing, and key 
business drivers. This was a stark departure 
from the previous arrangement, which had a 
more siloed and incongruent structure.

RESULTS

Success from the pilots was rapidly apparent. “Very quickly we recognized 
the value of what was going on,” Gristock says. “And the pilots morphed 

into full-blown projects.” 

Gristock says business satisfaction quickly increased. “The reaction from 
the business was great early on,” he says. “Suddenly a lot of lights turned 
green. We got a lot of positive feedback from people that were feeling more 
comfortable and more excited about our development process.”

One aspect that impressed him about Net Objective’s approach was the 
ability of its coaches to customize the training for any type of employee. 
“They were equally comfortable talking to a CIO or a new developer, or 
anyone in between,” Gristock says. “They were really good at synthesizing 
the story and repackaging it for the audience.” 

Gristock says one of the most important lessons learned from Net Objectives 
has been that agility is not an end goal but a process, and that companies 

ultimately have to depend on themselves rather 
than a consultant “fixing” the problem. “It’s all 
about transformation, people changing the way 
they work,” Gristock explains. “Net Objectives 
doesn’t come in and tell you what they do. They 

give you a framework and allow you to make choices with in it. It’s a very 
sophisticated approach.”

Similarly, one of the attributes Gristock says he valued about Net Objectives 
was the way groups are taught to self-sufficiently evolve and incorporate 
Lean-Agile approaches. “It’s what you do internally that counts,” Gristock 
says. “And we’ve taken that lesson to heart.” 

Within 18 months, with Net Objectives’ guidance, CTO was able to 
transition about a third of their team to a Lean-Agile approach. Three 
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Net Objectives
We are committed to delivering the principles, 
practices and perspectives that businesses must 
know in order to maximize their return on their 
technology solution and software development 
efforts. We combine our experience and a time 
proven approach based on lean thinking to 
continuously extend the capability of what is 
possible in creating effective technology delivery 
organizations (IT or product). We provide these 
learned methods to our clients to assist them 
in achieving their goals and in assisting them in 
making their organizations more successful.
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hundred and twenty employees were trained in all and are now working 
with a leaner approach. 

“I think that’s a big win, given the size of our organization,” Gristock says. 
“We are seeing a huge difference in the successful groups. We’ve been able 
to break down the silos that existed between business and IT. Business 
has stopped thinking ‘IT needs to deliver for me’ because they are actually 
working together as a team.” 

Gristock says there is better visibility around defining business priorities 
and as a result, only the projects with the most 
value are started, resulting in less waste. New 
projects can be better evaluated. “If a set of 
requirements changes now it’s not as big of a 
deal,” he says. 

Gristock plans to continue transitioning more groups within CTO to a 
Lean-Agile approach using the philosophies and practices learned from 
Net Objectives, and in the meantime is introducing Net Objectives to other 
business groups in the firm. 

“If you buy the idea of Lean-Agile and are looking for a consulting group, it’s 
fair to say that Net Objectives is the front runner,” Gristock says. “These guys 
are the cutting edge.”
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